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Trabecular bone is a lightweight, compliant material organized as a web of struts and rods (trabeculae) that erode with age and the onset of bone diseases like osteoporosis, leading to increased
fracture risk. The traditional diagnostic marker of osteoporosis, bone mineral density (BMD), has
been shown in ex vivo experiments to correlate poorly with fracture resistance when considered on
its own, while structural features in conjunction with BMD can explain more of the variation in trabecular bone strength. We develop a network-based model of trabecular bone to create graphs from
micro-CT images of human bone, with weighted links representing trabeculae and nodes representing branch points. These graphs enable calculation of quantitative network metrics to characterize
trabecular structure. We also create finite element models of the networks in which each link is
represented by a beam, facilitating analysis of the mechanical response of the bone samples to simulated loading. We examine the structural and mechanical properties of trabecular bone at the
scale of individual trabeculae (of order 0.1 mm) and at the scale of selected volumes of interest
(approximately a few mm), referred to as VOIs. At the VOI scale, we find significant correlations
between the stiffness of VOIs and ten different structural metrics. Individually, the volume fraction
of each VOI is most strongly correlated to the stiffness of the VOI. We use multiple linear regression
to identify the smallest subset of variables needed to capture the variation in stiffness. In a linear
fit, we find that weighted node degree, Z-orientation, weighted Z-orientation, and the number of
links are the structural metrics that are most significant (p < 0.05) in capturing the variation of
stiffness in trabecular networks.
I.

INTRODUCTION

Trabecular bone is a porous, web-like arrangement of
bone struts and rods (trabeculae), resulting in a strong
yet lightweight and flexible tissue. One of two types of
bone in the body, trabecular bone is found primarily
in the vertebrae, wrist, hip, and femur, encased within
a stiff shell of cortical bone, which is the other type
of bone. Trabeculae erode with age; this process is accelerated with bone disease. Osteoporosis is a systemic
skeletal disease characterized by low bone mass and
micro-architectural deterioration of bone tissue, leading
to fragility and increased susceptibility to fracture. It is
estimated that osteoporosis affects approximately 10.2
million adults in the United States aged fifty years or
older [1], in addition to millions worldwide [2]. Each year,
an estimated 1.5 million Americans experience a fracture
due to bone disease [3]. Hip fracture is associated with
a 20% excess mortality in the year following the fracture
[4]. In 1995, the cost of managing fractures was approximately $13.8 billion dollars in the United States alone
and is projected to increase as life expectancy increases
[4].
Currently, estimation of areal bone mineral density
(BMD) is the conventional method for diagnosis of osteoporosis and prediction of fracture risk [6]. The two most
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widely used methods of estimating BMD are dual X-ray
absorptiometry (DXA), which measures density via the
attenuation of x-rays by bone at different energies [7],
and quantitative computed tomography (QCT), in which
bone density is calculated from low-resolution 2-D image
slices of bone [3]. However, recent studies suggest that
BMD alone is a poor indicator of bone strength. On its
own, it has been reported to account for between 40% and
70% of the variation in the compressive yield strength of
trabecular bone [1, 8–10], while taking both BMD and
trabecular architecture into account can reportedly explain up to 90% of the variance in bone strength as measured in ex vivo mechanical tests [1, 8, 11, 12].
The architecture of trabecular bone is typically characterized with bone histomorphometry, the image-analysisbased study of bone tissue to obtain quantitative information about bone structure and remodeling [13, 14].
Modern histomorphometry is accomplished using highresolution imaging, such as micro-CT (µCT), which can
capture image resolution down to the order of a micron
[15, 16]. However, the large amounts of radiation involved
in high-resolution tomography limits its in vivo usage to
distal extremities in humans [17]. In this study, we utilize
high-resolution µCT images of cadaveric vertebral bone,
from which we generate accurate 3-D reconstructions of
trabecular volumes and extract histomorphometric parameters.
The web-like structure of trabecular bone closely resembles a network, i.e., a system of nodes, or vertices,
that are connected by links, or edges. Each trabecula
resembles a link, while the points at which multiple tra-
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FIG. 1. Trabecular bone images used in this study. A: µCT transverse image slice of human vertebral body L3 [5]. The
highlighted region is divided into volumes of interest (VOIs) shown in B. B: The selected region is divided into 100 pixel (3.7
mm) × 100 pixel tiles; each tile shown is the top image of a 100-image stack (Z-coordinate) that defines a VOI. The X, Y, and
Z directions refer to the medial-lateral, anterior-posterior, and superior-inferior directions, respectively.

beculae meet, referred to here as branch points, resemble nodes. Hence, we capitalize on this resemblance by
modeling trabecular bone as a network. We exploit the
existing mathematical framework developed in network
science to analyze the topology of trabecular bone in a
streamlined fashion. Network science has rarely been applied to the study of bone [18] but has been used to study
a variety of systems across disciplines, including social
and ecological systems, biological vasculature, granular
materials, and soil [19–22].
We begin by converting µCT images of trabecular bone
into network models that are compactly represented in
a mathematical form (Fig. 2), in contrast to previous
methods of trabecular analysis that involve specialized
image processing techniques [6, 12]. To relate structure
to mechanics, we also create two types of finite element
models that respectively correspond to 3-D realizations
of the bone images and of the network models.
We examine the statistical variability in architectural
and mechanical properties across scales. At the smallest
scales, we characterize individual trabeculae and branch
points with network metrics. Moreover, we compute distributions of these metrics for a network derived from a
volume of bone that may contain hundreds of trabeculae
and branch points. For a mesoscale analysis, we coarsegrain an entire vertebral body into such volumes (Fig. 1)
and compare distributions across these volumes.
Likewise, we analyze mechanical response across scales
with simulated deformation of the bone models. The
stress in one trabecula – here modeled as a beam in a
finite element model – represents the smallest-scale mechanical measure, and mesoscale response is represented
by the overall stiffness of bone volumes. We compare the
stress distribution of a beam network and its stiffness
with structural metrics. Analysis at the mesoscale reveals
several correlations between architectural and mechanical quantities in bone.

II.
A.

METHODS

µCT image analysis

To develop network models of trabecular bone (Fig.
2), we utilize a 37 µm resolution µCT image set obtained
from the Bone 3D Project Team [5]. This set includes
970 axial image slices, each 2048 pixel × 2048 pixel (75
mm × 75 mm) in size, of vertebral body L3 from a human cadaver, imaged using the Scanco µCT 80 scanner.
Stacked along the axial direction, the images encompass
a volume with dimensions 75 mm × 75 mm × 35.9 mm.
Pre-processing of µCT images is performed with CTanalyser (CTAn) [23]. The raw images are binarized using the Otsu thresholding method [24]. All the images
undergo a “despeckling” procedure to remove spurious
pixels; all black or white clusters consisting of fewer than
100 pixels in three dimensions are removed. The stack is
divided into small volumes of interest (VOIs) to facilitate
future processing. Each VOI comprises a stack of 100 images that are each 100 pixel × 100 pixel, corresponding
to a cube with dimensions (3.7 mm)3 , or a volume of
approximately 50 mm3 (Fig. 1).
B.

Generating networks

Network models of trabecular bone are derived using
skeletonization, a process that isolates the medial axis of
an image – the “skeleton” [25]. The medial axis of an
object in 3-D is the locus of the centers of the maximally
fitting spheres where the spheres touch the surface of
the object at more than one point. Due to the web-like
structure of trabecular bone and the rod-like geometry
of individual trabeculae, the medial axis of a section of
trabecular bone is usually a collection of connected lines,
each running through what previously was the center of
each of the trabeculae (Fig. 2).
We use the Skeleton3D library [26] for MATLAB
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FIG. 2. Trabecular bone modeling pipeline. µCT image slices
of bone are stacked to create a 3-D volume (top left). The
skeleton (top center) is generated by iteratively thinning the
volume until a one-voxel-wide line remains. Branch points in
the skeleton are assigned as nodes (yellow circles) in a network
(top right), with edges representing trabeculae connecting the
branch points. Endpoints of trabeculae created as a result
of image segmentation are also assigned as nodes (light blue
circles). A continuum finite element model (bottom left) is
generated by meshing the original bone images, while a beamelement model (bottom right) is generated by converting each
edge in the network to a beam, where the thickness of the
beam is defined relative to the edge weight.

(MathWorks, Natick, MA) to compute trabecular skeletons for each VOI. This library utilizes an algorithm that
skeletonizes an image by iteratively removing surface voxels from the volume in such a way that the topology of
the sample is preserved. As a result, all branch points
and cavities in the original shape remain after each iteration. This process is repeated until all that remains is a
collection of one-voxel-thick segments [26].
The Skel2Graph library [26] for MATLAB is used to
convert the skeletons into networks. Links are defined as
individual trabeculae, and nodes as the branch points
between trabeculae. The process of dividing the bone
into VOIs results in isolated trabeculae in each VOI that
“float” in space; these are removed, and a single connected component is isolated. The links are weighted with
the average thicknesses of the individual trabeculae. Bone
thickness is computed with the BoneJ plugin [27] for Fiji
[28], a biological image-focused distribution of ImageJ
(National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD).
III.
A.

RESULTS

Structural analysis

We characterize the structure of bone by investigating histomorphometry, geometry, and network topology
at the scale of individual trabeculae (of order 0.1 mm)
and at the VOI scale (approximately a few mm). At the
smaller scale, we determine characteristics of nodes and

links, as well as their distributions within a VOI. At the
larger scale, we compare the distributions of such characteristics across VOIs and examine the spatial distribution
of structural properties (Fig. 3). We analyze a total of 40
VOIs, each measuring (3.7 mm)3 ≈ 50 mm3 . Each VOI
is small enough for structural and mechanical properties
to be calculated in a short amount of computational time
while large enough to capture significant structural variation.
Topological characteristics of nodes considered here include degree and weighted node degree. Degree refers to
the number of links connected to a node, while weighted
node degree is the sum of the weights of the links connected to a node. For links, we consider geometric properties relevant to spatially-embedded networks: average
thickness (“trabecula width”), link length, vertical orientation (“Z-orientation”, Zo), and weighted vertical
orientation (“weighted Z-orientation”, Zow ). We define
Z-orientation as the dot product of the position vector of a link with the unit vector in the Z-direction
(superior-inferior direction). Z-orientation ranges from 0
to 1, where 0 and 1 refer to a link that is perpendicular
and parallel to the Z-direction, respectively. Weighted Zorientation is defined as the Z-orientation of a link multiplied by the corresponding weight of the link. We also
analyze the average width of the pores (“pore width”)
between trabeculae. Pore width is a metric we introduce
to examine the distribution of spaces between trabecula
at the smaller scale. Details regarding the calculation of
these metrics are included in the Supplemental Material.
At the mesoscale, we compare averages of the above
properties within each VOI across the vertebral body.
Following bone histomorphometry conventions, the average width of trabeculae in a VOI is called trabecular
thickness, or Tb.Th, and the average of pore widths in a
VOI is called trabecular separation or trabecular spacing,
abbreviated Tb.Sp (Supplemental Material) [15, 27]. For
weighted Z-orientation (but not unweighted orientation),
we use the sum of the weighted Z-orientation of the links
in a VOI as the VOI-scale measure, rather than the mean.
We also determine the assortativity of each VOI, which
is the tendency of nodes to be connected to other nodes
that have similar properties. In this paper, we specifically
determine degree assortativity, the tendency of nodes to
be connected to nodes of similar degree. Nodes with a
high assortativity (near 1) are said to display assortative mixing and nodes with low assortativity (near -1)
are said to display disassortative mixing. Networks with
assortativity near 0 are called neutral. Furthermore, we
compute the volume fraction (BV/TV), a traditional histomorphometric quantity, and the total number of links
in the network model of each VOI.
Fig. 3A-G compares within-VOI (left) and across-VOI
(right) distributions for seven structural metrics (node
degree, weighted node degree, pore width/Tb.Sp, trabecula width/Tb.Th, Z-orientation, weighted Z-orientation,
and link length). The within-VOI plot shows distributions of each respective metric at the node/link scale for
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FIG. 3. Distributions of structural metrics. A: node degree; B: weighted node degree; C: trabecular spacing (Tb.Sp); D:
trabecular thickness (Tb.Th); E: Z-orientation; F: weighted Z-orientation; G: link length; H: number of links; I: assortativity; J:
volume fraction (BV/TV). Each panel consists of two plots, except for panels H, I, and J: the left plot illustrates the distribution
of metrics at the node/link scale, and the right plot shows the distribution of metrics at the VOI scale. (Number of links (H),
assortativity (I) and volume fraction (J) are only defined at the VOI scale.) The node/link-scale plots show distributions within
three example VOIs; the mean (or sum, in the case of weighted Z-orientation) of each distribution is indicated in the respective
top right corners. Values are binned, with markers indicating the midpoint of each bin, except for node degree, which takes
integer values. The VOI-scale plots illustrate the spatial distributions of structural metrics across the vertebral body. The color
of each tile represents the average structural metric for one VOI. The three VOIs for which the histograms are plotted on the
left are indicated on the right by shapes corresponding to their respective markers and illustrate results for representative high
(yellow circles), mid-range (light blue diamonds), and low (dark blue squares) values of the corresponding VOI scale metrics. .

three representative VOIs that illustrate the within-VOI
statistical distribution of the structural metric for representative high, medium, and low values of the corresponding VOI-scale average. The across-VOI plot illustrates the spatial distribution of the average of the metric in each VOI. Fig. 3H-J illustrates only across-VOI
distributions for three metrics: number of links, assortativity, and volume fraction, which are not defined at the
individual node/link scale.
Distributions of node degree (Fig. 3A) within a VOI
consistently demonstrate a peak at degree 3 and a tail

extending to larger degree values. The second most common degree is degree 1, which reflects the terminal nodes
at the edges of the network. Almost no nodes have degree
2; however, the average degree in each VOI falls between
2 and 3. In general, VOIs with a higher average degree
and a higher peak at degree 3 also contain a few nodes
of degree greater than 10. The yellow curve in Fig. 3A,
corresponding to the largest node degree, is one example,
containing nodes of degree 10, 11, 13, 15, and 20. Nodes of
such high degree are uncommon in most of the trabecular
bone samples analyzed in this paper. They tend to exist
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TABLE I. Structural metrics at the VOI scale. Pearson correlation coefficient r and corresponding p-values between the
structural metrics (Fig. 3) are shown. In each cell, the upper value is r and the lower value is p. Significant correlations with p
less than 0.05 are highlighted in bold.

only in VOIs that contain dense regions of bone. These
regions do not share the characteristic rod-like geometry of most trabecular bone, but are connected to many
trabeculae due to their large surface area. In the network conversion process, these regions are approximated
as nodes of unusually high degree.
The distributions of weighted node degree (Fig. 3B)
have similarly long tails, but display less consistent behavior in the range of 0 to 15. While the dark blue squaremarked (smallest average weighted node degree) and
light blue diamond-marked (mid-range average weighted
node degree) curves demonstrate peaks and local minima
in similar locations, the yellow circle-marked (largest average weighted node degree) curve is relatively level. Certain VOIs have significantly higher weighted node degree
due to the presence of high degree nodes connected to
links of large weight. These nodes can have weighted degrees in the hundreds, while the majority of nodes have
weighted degrees less than one hundred. As a result, full
distributions of the weighted node degree of VOIs are
heavily right-skewed. In Fig. 3B, all three of the VOIs
have such high weighted node degrees; we only show the
nodes with weighted node degree between 0 and 60 so
that the shape of each distribution is visible. Despite only
showing a fraction of the full range of this plot, we only

obscure about 0.2% of the nodes in each of the three distributions, which make up the long tails of each of the
distributions.
The trabecular spacing Tb.Sp (Fig. 3C) in a VOI varies
greatly across the bone volume, ranging from 0.5 to 1.0
mm. Distributions of pore width within a VOI also vary
in shape. The dark blue square-marked VOI, corresponding to the lowest Tb.Sp, exhibits a relatively symmetric
distribution centered around 0.5 mm, while the distributions of the green diamond (mid-range Tb.Sp) and yellow
(largest Tb.Sp) circle-marked VOIs are peaked at higher
pore width values, with a heavy tail at low Tb.Sp.
The trabecular thickness (Tb.Th) (Fig. 3D) of a VOI
ranges from 0.12 to 0.35 mm, but the majority of VOIs
have a Tb.Th less than 0.2 mm. The distributions of trabecula width within a VOI tend to have a sharp peak
at small widths around 0.15 mm followed by a tail. The
length of the tail reflects the size of the Tb.Th, with the
dark blue square-marked distribution having the shortest
tail and smallest Tb.Th.
The distributions of Z-orientation (Fig. 3E) indicate
that some VOIs (e.g. the blue square-marked distribution with the smallest average Z-orientation) contain
more trabeculae oriented perpendicular to the Z-axis,
while others have more trabeculae oriented along the
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Z-axis (e.g., the yellow circle-marked distribution with
the highest average Z-orientation). Overall, the mean Zorientation does not vary greatly between the VOIs and
ranges from 0.45 to 0.5, where the lower limit indicates
VOIs that contain a slight prevalence of trabeculae oriented transverse to the Z-axis.
The distributions of weighted Z-orientation (Fig. 3G)
consistently display a decay with increasing length. The
VOI-scale color map illustrates the sum of all weighted
Z-orientation values in each VOI, rather than the mean,
in order to facilitate comparison with VOI-scale (unweighted) Z-orientation. While weighted Z-orientation at
the link scale ranges from 0 to 2.2×10−3 , it ranges from
0.45 to 0.52 at the VOI scale. This narrow range can be
attributed to our general observation that the sum of the
thicknesses of the links in a VOI is usually roughly twice
that of the sum of the thickness of each link multiplied
by its Z-orientation. Thus, when dividing these quantities
to get the weighted Z-orientation, we find values that are
close to 0.5.
Distributions of link length (Fig. 3G) consistently
demonstrate a large decaying behavior, with each VOI
having hundreds of links of length about 0.2 mm but
fewer than 20 links of length 0.9 mm or greater. The
average link length of a VOI is heavily dependent on
the range of lengths of the VOI. For instance, the yellow circle-marked VOI, which has the largest average link
length of all VOIs, contains links as long as 1.7 mm, while
the longest links in the blue square-marked VOI, which
has the shortest average link length, are about 1.2 mm.
The number of links in the network model of each VOI
varies greatly over the analyzed region (Fig. 3H). The
network with the fewest links contains about 950 links,
while the network with the greatest contains about 2600
links. However, a majority of networks contain fewer than
1500 links.
Fig. 3I shows that the VOIs analyzed in this paper
display neutral mixing (assortativity near 0), with the
assortativity values ranging from -0.08 to 0.12. This indicates that the nodes in these trabecular bone networks
show no tendency to mix with nodes of either similar or
dissimilar degree.
The majority of the VOIs have a volume fraction less
than 0.2 (Fig. 3J). Seven adjacent VOIs on the left side of
the plot have slightly higher volume fraction, signifying
a denser set of trabecular networks spanning that region.
Table I contains the Pearson correlation coefficients (rvalues) and corresponding probability values (p-values)
for each pair of structural metrics, with significant correlations highlighted in bold. We define a weak correlation as corresponding to the absolute value of r-values
ranging from 0 to 0.3, moderate correlation as 0.3 to
0.6, and strong correlation as 0.6 to 1. We assert that
there is strong evidence for a linear correlation (a correlation coefficient is significant) if p ≤ 0.05. Assortativity and weighted node degree are significantly correlated
with all of the other structural metrics. Volume fraction and link number are significantly correlated with all

metrics except link length. Trabecular spacing is not significantly correlated with trabecular thickness. Tb.Sp is
moderately negatively correlated with volume fraction,
as is expected, and is also negatively correlated with
Z-orientation. That is, a VOI with large average pore
width tends to contain links that are less aligned with
the vertical axis. Weighted Z-orientation demonstrates
the same significant correlations as Z-orientation. Trabecular thickness is moderately negatively correlated with
Z-orientation and weighted Z-orientation. Hence, in our
sample, VOIs with thicker trabeculae on average may
tend to contain trabeculae less aligned with the vertical
axis.
Weighted Z-orientation is also negatively correlated
with both the number of links in a VOI and the volume
fraction. Fig. 3F shows that the VOIs with high weighted
Z-orientation are in the regions with the fewest links (Fig.
3H) and the lowest volume fraction (Fig. 3J). We were
initially surprised by this result. However, for the bone
sample shown in Fig. 1, we observe that VOIs with lower
volume fraction have a larger fraction of thicker links
aligned with the Z-axis. Figure 4 shows the distribution
of weighted Z-orientations for the VOIs with the highest (yellow diamond-marked curve) and the least (blue
diamond-marked curve) weighted Z-orientation. The yellow curve furthermore has among the fewest links of all
VOIs and one of the lowest volume fractions, while the
blue curve has among the most links and one of the
largest volume fractions. The yellow distribution has a
larger fraction of links with Zow > 0.5 than the blue
distribution. We find that this is true for all VOIs with
higher average weighted Z-orientation but low volume
fraction and low number of links; they tend to have a
larger range of weighted Z-orientation with a larger fraction of vertically oriented links.
We use principal component analysis (PCA) to identify uncorrelated metrics that explain the majority of the
variation in the VOI mesoscale structural data (Fig. 3).
PCA was conducted using the Statistics and Machine
Learning Toolbox for MATLAB. We examine the fraction of the total variance in structural metrics explained
by each of the principal components (PCs) individually
and cumulatively (Fig. 5A). The first PC explains approximately 57% of the variance, while the second and
third explain approximately 20% and 13% respectively.
In total, they explain approximately 90% of variance in
the data. Since all the other components explain less than
10% of the variance in the data, we focus further analysis
on only the first three PCs.
Fig. 5B-D shows the correlation coefficients between
the structural metrics and each of the first three PCs. PC
1 and PC 2 are either weakly or moderately correlated
to all of the metrics. Notably, all of the correlation
coefficients in PC 1 are relatively similar (between 0.25
and 0.40). PC 3 is strongly correlated to Z-orientation
and moderately correlated to node degree and weighted
Z-orientation. PC 1 and PC 2 explain the majority
of the variance in the structural metrics and are at
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FIG. 4. Distributions of weighted Z-orientation illustrating
differences between high average Zow VOIs (yellow) and low
average Zow VOIs (blue). The distribution of the representative high Zow VOI (marked in Fig. 3F by a circle) is much
broader and displays a heavier tail compared to the narrower
distribution of the representative low Zow VOI (marked in
Fig. 3F by a square).

best moderately correlated to the individual structural
metrics. This result indicates that no smaller subset
of the metrics (or linear combinations of them) can be
used to capture the majority of the variance in the data,
despite the significant correlations between almost all
the structural metrics (Table I).

B.

Finite element analysis

To analyze mechanical response, we convert the bone
networks into finite element models that consist of beam
elements representing each link. We refer to these as
“beam models” (Fig. 2). We also construct continuum
models generated from meshing the original µCT images
(Fig. 2) to serve as an in silico validation of the beam
models. We analyze both the bulk force-displacement response to compressive loading of the beam models and
the distribution of stress in the beams. We individually
carry out this analysis for each VOI in Fig. 1. Furthermore, we investigate how the structural properties of trabecular bone contribute to its mechanical response. We
calculate the stiffness of the bone network in each VOI,
and investigate correlations between the effective moduli
and the structural metrics shown in Fig. 3.
We develop the beam models by converting each link
in a network to a beam element (Fig. 2). The resulting
models function as 3-D realizations of the network model.
Simulations with the continuum models, which are full-
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FIG. 5. Principal component analysis of structural metrics.
A: Fraction of variance explained by each principal component. The blue curve indicates the fraction of cumulative variance explained, while the red curve indicates the fractions
explained by each principal component. The first three principal components explain 90.5% of the total variance in the
structural metric data. B-D: Correlation coefficients of the
first three principal components of the structural metric data
feature space. PC 1, which explains about 57% of the data,
only moderately or weakly correlates to any of the individual
metrics. This is also true for PC 2, which explains about 20%
of the variance in the data. Z-orientation is strongly correlated to PC 3, which explains about 13% of the variance in
the data.

scale mesh reconstructions, are used to validate the simulation results of the beam model. The beam-element and
continuum models are analyzed in Abaqus FEA (Dassault Systèmes, Vélizy-Villacoublay, France). Compared
to the continuum models, the beam models correspond to
a reduction in the degrees of freedom by about one order
of magnitude, and require about an order of magnitude
less computation time to solve.
We simulate compressive (top to bottom) loading in
the linear-elastic regime. The elastic modulus of each
beam is equal and set to 10 GPa, and the Poisson ratio is set to 0.16, following ranges reported for trabecular
bone in the literature [29, 30]. However, since the analysis is linear-elastic, a different choice of values simply
corresponds to a linear scaling of the results.
The topmost and bottommost nodes of the VOI are
identified as those lying in the transverse planes on the
top and bottom of the VOI. The bottom nodes are held
fixed in all dimensions, while the top nodes are displaced
slowly in the -Z (superior-inferior) direction at a constant
loading rate.
For each VOI, we validate the beam model by comparing results of the simulated compression with that of the
continuum model, using the continuum result as an in
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silico validation. In the linear-elastic regime, initial comparisons (not shown) of the force-displacement curves indicate that the beam model has lower stiffness compared
to the continuum model. In order to match the stiffness
of the beam model to the continuum model, the radius
of each beam was increased. For the example VOI analyzed in Fig. 6, an overall scale factor of 1.55 was required
to match the force-displacement response (Supplemental
Material). Our use of the scale factor is attributed to geometric differences between the beam and the continuum
models. The cross-section of a trabecula is not exactly
circular, but is approximated as circular in the formulation of the beams in the finite element model. Using
a square cross-section for the beams while keeping the
same thickness increases the overall cross-sectional area
of the model and would slightly reduce but not entirely
eliminate the scale factor. Moreover, while the individual beams have uniform thickness, the continuum model
trabeculae have inhomogeneous thickness. Additionally,
while the beam model approximates the branch points
as nodes, the branch points in the continuum model are
regions of bone with significant bulk properties that add
to the stiffness of trabecular bone. The models used to
produce the results shown in this paper contain beams
with circular cross-sections.
Fig. 6A illustrates the stress states of each element of
the beam and continuum models at the end of the simulations of linear compressive loading, colored according
to the stress in each element. Stress in this paper refers
specifically to maximum principal stress, the first (diagonal) element of the stress tensor in a coordinate system
with no shear stress. Because the two models have different numbers of elements and different types of elements
(beams in the beam model, tetrahedral elements in the
continuum model), to facilitate a comparison of the spatial stress distribution, we coarse-grain each model by
dividing the (3.7 mm)3 VOI into a regular grid of (0.185
mm)3 bins and average the stress in each bin (Fig. 6B).
While the locations of high stress are similar, the highest stresses in the continuum model are almost an order of magnitude greater than the beam model. (Note
that Fig. 6B plots stress normalized by the maximum
stress in one individual element for each model.) Both
models exhibit a low-to-high-stress gradient along the
+Z (superior-inferior) direction. However, this gradient
is more pronounced for the beam model, while the continuum model contains greater spatial variation in stress.
A trabecula is typically non-uniform in thickness, and
can contain significantly thinner regions, but the network conversion process averages the thickness over a
trabecula to produce the beam model. Hence, the continuum model can contain much thinner regions than the
beam model, as well as relatively sharp corners that are
smoothed in the beam model but which could be regions
of localized stress in the continuum model.
During loading, the stress carried by individual beams
in the VOI varies significantly. Fig. 7 shows the distribution of normalized stress in the beam model sample (Fig.

Max. principal stresss (GPa)

8

FIG. 6. finite element models of trabecular bone, for a sample VOI. A: The beam-element model (left) and continuum
model (right) generated from the same VOI are compressed
from the top. Colors show maximum principal stress in each
element at the end of the simulation. B: Coarse-grained spatial distribution of maximum principal stress. Each model is
divided into a regular grid of (0.11 mm)3 bins; each point corresponds to the average stress in one bin. Stress is normalized
to the highest stress value (measured for a single element) in
each model.

6A) undergoing compressive loading in the linear regime.
While Fig. 7 shows the distribution of stress during the
final timestep of loading, the shape of this distribution
remains constant in the linear regime for all timesteps.
We define the parameters ζ0.001 and σ0.9 to characterize
this distribution, where ζ0.001 is the fraction of beams
with normalized stress less than or equal to 0.001, and
where ninety percent of beams bear a stress less than or
equal to σ0.9 . In the VOI shown in Fig. 7, ζ0.001 = 0.340
and σ0.9 = 0.153. For the VOIs studied in this paper, the
average value of ζ0.001 is 0.410, while the average value of
σ0.9 = 0.136. ζ0.001 ranges from 0.3 to 0.6 and σ0.9 ranges
from 0.038 to 0.224 across all VOIs.

C.

Relating structure and mechanics

We investigate the relationship between structural
properties – histomorphometric, geometric, and networktopological metrics – and mechanical properties at both
the individual link (or node) scale and the VOI mesoscale.

1.

Individual Link Scale

At the scale of individual links, we analyze the stress
borne by each link during the final timestep of compression in our simulations. We compare link structural
features to the distribution of stresses about the links
to determine whether any structural properties are correlated to mechanical properties at the individual link
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FIG. 7. Distributions of stress. Left: Distribution of normalized maximum principal stress in the beam elements of an example
beam model (Fig. 6) under compressive loading in the linear regime. To calculate normalized stress σn , we normalize stress σ
with the largest value of stress in a beam at the final timestep of the compressive loading simulation. The function ζ is the
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bear a normalized stress less than or equal to 0.001 and σ0.9 is defined as the normalized stress that satisfies the equation
ζ(σ0.9 ) = 0.9. In this VOI, 34% of the beams bear a normalized stress less than 0.001 (ζ0.001 = 0.340), while 90% of beams bear
a normalized stress less than or equal to 0.153 (σ0.9 = 0.153). Right: Spatial distributions of ζ0.001 and σ0.9 across the sample.
The example VOI is indicated by the red circle.
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Metric
Stress (S)
Trabecula

–

L

Zo

0.2810 0.2106

0.0081

Link length (L)

–

–

–

Z-orientation (Zo)

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

Weighted

0.3641

0.0294, -0.0868, 0.5137,

–

width

Zow

-0.0331, 0.0453, -0.1320, -0.0013,

–

Z-orientation (Zow )

scale. For each VOI, we calculate Pearson correlation coefficients and corresponding p-values between the stresses
and link metrics. We present the average of the r and pvalues across all VOIs in Table II. We observe significant
but weak correlations between stress and Z-orientation.
Weighted Z-orientation is also significantly correlated
with both Z-orientation and trabecula width, which is unsurprising due to its definition. Additionally, the length of
the links is weakly, negatively correlated to Z-orientation.

S Width

0.3408

0.0797

< 0.001

-0.0792, -0.0187,
0.0462

0.2003
-0.4985,
< 0.001
–

TABLE II. Comparing stress with structural metrics at the
individual link scale. Pearson correlation coefficient r and corresponding p-values between structural metrics and stress at
the individual link scale are shown. In each cell, the upper
value is r and the lower value is p. The values reported here
are the averages of the coefficients over all VOIs. Significant
correlations with p less than 0.05 are highlighted in bold.

2.

VOI Scale

At the VOI mesoscale, we analyze the stiffness of
each VOI. Stiffness is defined as the slope of the force-
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displacement curve in the linear regime. Fig. 8 shows
the spatial distribution of stiffness across all VOIs. In
the linear-elastic regime, the stiffness is a constant over
the loading process for each individual VOI. Fig. 9 compares stiffness with ten network-topological, geometric,
and traditional histomorphometric metrics.
We find significant linear correlations between the stiffness of each sample and all structural metrics shown in
Fig. 3. Stiffness is most strongly correlated with volume fraction (r = 0.857, p < 0.001), weighted node
degree (r = 0.844, p < 0.001), and number of links
(r = 0.807, p < 0.001). We also observe significant,
strong positive linear correlations between stiffness and
degree (r = 0.633, p < 0.001) as well as stiffness and
Tb.Th (r = 0.623, p < 0.001). Stiffness exhibits a significant, strong negative linear correlation with Tb.Sp
(r = −0.647, p < 0.001). We also observe moderate
but significant correlations between stiffness and assortativity (r = 0.592, p < 0.001), link length (r = 0.400,
p = 0.011), Z-orientation (r = −0.443, p = 0.004),
and weighted Z-orientation (r = −0.555, p < 0.001).
These results indicate that the number of links, degree, weighted degree, and assortativity can be informative network topological features to supplement BMD in
characterizing bone strength. Furthermore, weighted Zorientation can be an informative geometric property of
the spatially-embedded network, in addition to volume
fraction, trabecular spacing, and trabecular thickness for
histomorphometric analysis. The strong correlation between stiffness and volume fraction shows that trabecular
networks tend to be stiffer as the ratio of bone volume
to pore volume increases, and the strong correlation between stiffness and weighted node degree indicates that
stiffer trabecular networks have larger numbers of thicker
trabecula connected to each other.
To determine whether all ten metrics are necessary to
predict stiffness, we performed a multiple linear regression using the following model:

y = β 0 + β 1 x 1 + β2 x 2 + . . . + β n x n ,

(1)

where y corresponds to stiffness and the xi correspond
to each of the structural metrics (n = 10). The data is
standardized prior to fitting, and the standardized linear
coefficients βi are listed in Table III.
There are forty different observations included in the
regression analysis, one for each VOI. These observations
correspond to the ten metrics calculated for each VOI.
We find that the linear model is a significantly better fit
to the data (p < 0.001) than a constant model under the
F -test, and that the ten metrics are strongly predictive of
stiffness (coefficient of determination r2 = 0.898). However, significance values for each of the individual metrics (Table III) indicate the significant contribution of
only four metrics to the prediction of stiffness: weighted
node degree, Z-orientation, weighted Z-orientation, and
the number of links. Most notably, volume fraction does

βi (fit) Standard error

p

Intercept

0

0.058

1

Assortativity

-0.049

0.101

0.63

Degree

-0.099

0.140

0.48

Weighted degree

1.18

0.328

0.001

Volume fraction

-0.074

0.223

0.74

Tb.Sp

0.331

0.197

0.10

Tb.Th

-0.531

0.297

0.084

Link length

0.118

0.204

0.57

Z-orientation

-0.829

0.314

0.013

Weighted Z-orientation 0.983

0.347

0.008

0.287

0.004

Number of links

0.914

TABLE III. Standardized linear coefficients, standard errors,
and p-values for a multiple linear regression model relating
stiffness with the ten structural metrics. Metrics with p < 0.05
are highlighted.

not contribute significantly in the linear model, despite
its strong correlation with stiffness. Furthermore, removing any of these four metrics, as well as Tb.Th, from
the model decreases the adjusted r2 (Supplemental Material), which penalizes the number of explanatory variables in the model. For a linear model containing only
the aforementioned four significant metrics, adding any
additional variable to the model, with the exceptions
of assortativity and trabecular thickness, also decreases
the adjusted r2 . This indicates that weighted degree, Zorientation, weighted Z-orientation, and number of links
– all topological or geometric properties – are informative
metrics in predicting stiffness with a linear model. Additionally, this analysis indicates that trabecular thickness,
despite having a p-value greater than 0.05 (Table III),
may also be an informative variable for the prediction of
stiffness.

IV.

CONCLUSION

We introduce a network characterization of bone that
provides a new framework for analyzing bone architecture. This approach incorporates existing mathematical
and computational methods developed for graph theory
and network science with finite element analysis, directly
relating topological, geometric, and mechanical properties of trabecular bone. Moreover, the beam models developed in this paper provide streamlined, efficient alter-
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natives to traditional methods of mechanical analysis of
bone, which depend on computationally expensive image processing methods to conduct structural and finite
element analysis. In this paper, we use the network characterization and beam models to analyze bone structure
and mechanics at the scale of individual trabeculae and
at the scale of 50 mm3 volumes of interest. Further studies will involve investigating trabecular bone at larger
scales, extending to the entirety of the vertebra.
Our method of generating beam models of trabecular
bone through skeletonization has some similarities with
the network representation of soil samples developed in
[22], as well as 3-D Line Skeleton Graph Analysis (LSGA)
developed specifically for trabecular bone in [31]. LSGA
analyzes the mechanical properties of trabecular bone by
skeletonizing bone images and converting the skeletons
into FEM beam models. LSGA also achieves an improved
force-displacement curve fit with a more detailed bone
model only after the thickness of the beams is increased.
However, unlike the LSGA method, we use network science methods to further analyze the bone topology in
addition to creating beam models. Additionally, we use
the network and beam models to characterize trabecular
bone not only at the VOI scale, but also at the scale of
individual trabeculae, which is not analyzed with LSGA.
We analyzed the within-VOI distribution of networktopological, geometric, and traditional histomorphometric properties at the sub-millimeter scale (the level of individual links), as well as the spatial distribution across
VOIs at the millimeter scale. Using principal component
analysis, we find no subset of properties that captures
the majority of the variation in the structural metrics,
indicating that all metrics provide unique information
about the structure of the trabecular networks. We also
determine the Pearson correlation coefficients between
structural metrics and stiffness, and find that stiffness
is significantly (positively or negatively) correlated with
all structural metrics analyzed. The strongest positive
correlation observed was between stiffness and volume
fraction, corroborating previous studies which also find
that volume fraction explains a large percentage of the
variation of stiffness in osteoporotic bone for similarly
sized VOIs (spatial dimensions on the millimeter scale)
[8, 32]. We furthermore demonstrate a positive correlation between stiffness and weighted node degree that is
considerably stronger than the correlation between stiffness and degree (which characterizes connectivity without taking thickness into consideration) and the correlation between stiffness and trabecular thickness (which
characterizes thickness without connectivity). This may
indicate that stiffer networks contain links that are both
thicker and more interconnected.
We use multiple linear regression to identify four metrics that contribute the most to explaining the variance in
the data in a linear regression model: weighted node degree, Z-orientation, weighted Z-orientation, and the number of links all had significant p-values in the multiple linear regression (Table III). These metrics are determined

by computing a slightly different set of measures: node
degree, trabecular thickness, Z-orientation, and number
of links. Additionally, analysis of adjusted r2 values (Supplemental Material) indicates that including trabecular
thickness in the linear regression model can improve the
predictiveness of the model, despite trabecular thickness
having a p-value greater than 0.05 in the multiple linear
regression model. It is surprising that the analysis did
not identify volume fraction as a significant (p < 0.05)
variable for the prediction of stiffness, considering that
volume fraction exhibits the strongest linear correlation
with stiffness out of all 10 structural metrics. This does
not indicate that volume fraction is uninformative in the
prediction of stiffness. Its lack of significance in the multiple linear regression implies that it does not improve the
predictive ability of a linear model which includes the
four significant metrics previously indicated. However,
volume fraction is known to be the primary predictor of
stiffness in porous media [33]. Previous studies have indicated nonlinear relationships between mechanical properties, including compressive yield strength and elastic
modulus, and volume fraction in trabecular bone [34].
In this paper, we use multiple linear regression analysis
to identify the smallest subset of metrics that captures
the most variation in stiffness; future work will extend
the current regression model to account for the possible
nonlinear dependence of stiffness on volume fraction and
other variables in order to improve predictive power.
From the stress distribution across the elements of the
beam models, we find that only a small number of beams
withstand a load comparable to the maximal stress on a
network, while the majority of links bear a stress less
than or equal to one-third of this maximal stress. Further development of our modeling framework will extend
the beam model to the nonlinear plastic regime, and ultimately to the point of failure, to investigate how the failure of individual links affects the distribution of stress on
the network and the overall compressive strength of the
network. This may prove informative in predicting the
fracture susceptibility of a trabecular network and can
serve as a biologically-motivated application of previous
studies characterizing the failure of disordered elastic networks [35]. Furthermore, simulating the response of bone
to other types of loading conditions, such as shearing,
tension, or rapid impacts, can be useful in developing a
comprehensive model of fracture.
Trabecular bone exhibits hierarchical organization at
various scales. Individual trabeculae are made up of
lamellae, which themselves are composed of mineralized
collagen fibrils (MCFs, the “building blocks” of bone).
MCFs consist of mineral plates embedded within a collagen matrix, and the microscale and nanoscale mechanics of MCFs contribute to overall bone elasticity [36–38].
Future work can integrate results from different scales to
provide a more complete characterization of bone from
its molecular constituents to its architecture at large.
Our results identifying relationships between structural metrics and mechanical properties suggest these
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mesoscale metrics may prove informative for bone health.
Extensions of our work to comparisons between healthy
and osteoporotic bone samples may inform future diagnostics. In particular, extensions of the analyses of Table
I and Fig. 9 to diseased bone may inform the characterization of fracture resistance by identifying structural
differences between healthy and diseased bone. Additionally, applying network analysis to bone at various stages
of disease or aging may provide insight into how healthy
bone changes over time.
In clinical applications, high-resolution in vivo measurements are increasingly appreciated as necessary for
the evaluation of bone fragility. Innovative techniques for
high-resolution data acquisition of fine tissue structure
are already in development [39], as well as techniques for
in vivo mechanical assessment such as reference point indentation [40]. The methods developed in this paper aim
to complement advances in medical diagnostic measurements by identifying biomarkers that may be useful to
target using clinical procedures. Moreover, should high-

resolution in vivo imaging of human bone throughout the
body become feasible, network models can be generated
from bone scans of patients and used to assess fracture
risk. Our framework can hence inform the development
of improved procedures for assessing bone health and detecting the onset of disease.
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FIG. 9. Stiffness compared with structural metrics at the VOI scale. For each VOI, the stiffness is plotted against the average
degree (A), weighted node degree (B), trabecular spacing (C), trabecular thickness (D), Z-orientation (E), weighted Z-orientation
(F), and link length (G), as well as the overall number of links (H), assortativity (I), and volume fraction (J).
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I.

HISTOMORPHOMETRIC MEASURES

Histomorphometry is the study of the shape or form
of biological tissues, and in the context of bone is
performed to obtain quantitative information on bone
remodeling and structure [1, 2]. Here we include a list of
the different histomorphometric measures that we refer
to in the main text.
Pore width: is the average width of a trabecular pore.
This is calculated using a method known as sphere
fitting [3]. Thickness is measured locally by fitting
spheres. The diameter of the largest sphere containing a
point that can fit within the boundaries of the pore is
the local thickness of the pore at that point. The pore
width is the average of these local thicknesses within a
pore.
Trabecula width: is the average width of a trabecula.
This is also calculated using sphere fitting, by fitting
spheres within trabecula instead of the trabecular
pores. The trabecula width is the average of the local
thicknesses within a trabecula.
Trabecular spacing (Tb.Sp): is defined as the mean
pore width within a VOI [4].
Trabecular thickness (Tb.Th): is the average trabecula width in a VOI [4].
Volume fraction (BV/TV): is defined as the ratio
of the bone volume to the total volume of the region of
interest [4].
The terms “pore width” and “ trabecula width” are
our own, introduced to discuss the size of individual
pores and trabecula. Histomorphometry usually focuses
on average sizes of pores and trabecula across large bone
samples, specifically Tb.Sp and Tb.Th. Since most studies of trabecular bone focus on large samples of bone
rather than individual trabeculae or pores, features such
as Tb.Sp and Tb.Th are generally more useful. Since we
investigate trabecular bone at the scale of individual trabeculae and pores, pore width and trabecula width are
useful metrics in our discussion.

II.

NETWORK METRICS

A network of n nodes, or vertices, can be described
by its n × n adjacency matrix A. The elements of Aij

are nonzero if there exists a link, or edge, between node
i and node j, and 0 otherwise. If the network is unweighted, nonzero elements are equal to 1; if the network
is weighted, the nonzero elements are the weights of
the respective links. Adjacency matrices contain all the
necessary information required to calculate the following
network metrics.
Degree: refers to the number of links that are connected
to a node. This is also referred to as coordination
number [5]. The distribution of node degree is often
used to characterize a network. In the trabecular bone
networks studied in this paper, the skeletonization and
the network conversion process results in nodes being
located at either the branch points of trabecular bone or
at the endpoints of trabecula. As a result, the majority
of the degree 1 nodes in trabecular bone networks can be
found at the boundaries of the VOI; they are artificially
created by the division of the large bone sample into
the forty VOIs studied in this paper (see Fig. 1 of the
main text). Degree 2 nodes are extremely rare in these
networks and are usually the result of large regions
of bone found at the boundary of VOIs that are only
attached to two trabecula.
Subgraphs: also known as connected components,
subgraphs are portions of a graph where there exists
a path between each pair of nodes [5]. Consequently,
the path length between any two nodes in the same
subgraph is always finite. All VOIs studied in this paper
have one subgraph that spans the height of the VOI.
Several have small subgraphs consisting of 3 to 6 nodes
that are the result of the artificial division of the main
bone sample into VOIs; these small subgraphs were
originally connected to portions of bone in adjacent
VOIs. Prior to any structural and mechanical analysis,
these small subgraphs are removed.
Degree assortativity: measures the tendency of nodes
to be connected to other nodes of similar degree [6]. The
tendency of high degree nodes to be linked with high
degree nodes and low degree nodes to be linked with low
degree nodes is known as assortative mixing. Conversely,
disassortative mixing is the tendency of high degree nodes
to be linked with low degree nodes, and vice versa. If no
such tendency can be found, the network is considered
to be neutral. In this study, degree assortativity (referred
elsewhere in this paper as assortativity) is defined as the
Pearson correlation coefficient on the node degree:

2

(1)

jk

where ej,k is the probability of finding a link in the
network that connects a node with j links and another node with k links. The variable
qi is a marginal
P
probability density, defined by
e
= qk . σ is the
j,k
j
standard deviation of the node degree distribution of the
distribution. An r value greater than 1 corresponds to
assortative mixing, an r value less than 1 corresponds to
disassortative mixing, and an r value of 0 corresponds
to neutral mixing.
Link thickness: refers to the weight of the network
links. Each segment of a link is assigned a thickness
equivalent to the local thickness of the trabecula located
at the corresponding point in the original bone. The
average of these segments’ thicknesses is assigned as
the weight of the link. This measure is not identical to
trabecula width. Only a portion of the local thicknesses
that are averaged to calculate the trabecula width are
used to calculate link thickness. However, this measure
can be used as an estimate to define the thickness of the
beams generated in the beam model.
Link length: refers to the length of the links in the
network model. This would correspond to the length of
the medial axis of each individual trabecula.
Link orientation: captures the extent to which a link
points along a specified axis. For a specific link d, we can
define a vector d~ connecting the nodes of the links. For a
given axis a with corresponding unit vector â, the link a
orientation is defined as:

Oa (d) =

d~ · â
.
||d||

(2)

This metric can be thought of as the direction cosine
between the a axis and link d. This is not a traditional
graph theory metric, because it can only be applied to
physical networks that exist in space. In this paper, we
define the principal direction of loading as being parallel
to the Z-axis (superior-inferior direction). We focus on
Z-orientation because past studies have shown that as
trabecular bone becomes osteoporotic, trabeculae with
low Z-orientation tend to erode and become thinner
while those with a high Z-orientation main their thickness or even become thicker with preferential remodeling
[7].
Weighted link orientation: is defined as:

W Oa (d) =

Oa (d) × T h(d)
P
T h(i)
i

where Oa (d) is the orientation of link d and T h(d) is
the thickness of link d. The measure is divided by the
sum of all the thicknesses of the links in the network.
The sum of weighted link orientation over all the links
in a VOI gives the VOI-scale measure of the weighted
orientation and indicates the prevailing directionality of
of a trabecular network. As with link orientation, we
focus on the weighted Z-orientation in this paper.
Number of links: is the number of links in the network model of a VOI and is determined by the process
of skeletonization and network conversion.

III.

FORCE-DISPLACEMENT COMPARISON

We validate our beam model approximation by comparing results of simulated compression with that of a
continuum model. Initial comparisons between the two
show that the continuum model is stiffer than the beam
model. In order to match the stiffnesses of the two models, the radius of the beams in the beam model is increased by an overall scale factor of 1.55 for the example VOI shown in the main text. Figure S1 indicates
agreement of the force-displacement curves (in the linear regime) of the continuum model and the beam model
after incorporating the overall scale factor.
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FIG. S1. Force-displacement curve for the beam-element
and continuum models in the linear regime. The forcedisplacement response is nearly identical, and the two lines
overlap.

IV.

(3)

0.05

MULTIPLE LINEAR REGRESSION

We quantify the redundancy of metrics in our multiple
linear fit by calculating the adjusted r2 for our model.
The adjusted r2 measures the predictiveness of a model

3
with a penalty for the number of explanatory variables.
For a linear model containing only weighted degree, Zorientation, weighted Z-orientation, and number of links,
adding any additional variable to the model, with the
exceptions of assortativity and trabecular thickness, also
decreases the adjusted r2 .

Variable omitted

Adjusted r2

None

0.863

Assortativity

0.867

Degree

0.865

Weighted degree

0.809

Volume fraction

0.867

Tb.Sp

0.866

Tb.Th

0.853

Link length

0.866

Z-orientation

0.836

Weighted Z-o

0.831

Number of links

0.822

TABLE S1. Adjusted r2 values for multiple linear regression
with nine variables. We determine the redundancy of variables
in the multiple linear regression model by comparing the adjusted r2 of a ten-variable linear model against that of all possible nine-variable models, each of which are labeled with the
variable omitted. The adjusted r2 for the ten-variable model
(no variables omitted) is italicized and indicated in bold. The
variables whose omission results in reduction in adjusted r2
are highlighted in bold.
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Variable added Adjusted r2
None

0.863

Assortativity

0.865

Degree

0.861

Volume fraction

0.859

Tb.Sp

0.861

Tb.Th

0.867

Link length

0.861

TABLE S2. Adjusted r2 values for multiple linear regression
with five variables. We determine the redundancy of variables
in the multiple linear regression model by comparing the adjusted r2 of a four-variable linear model consisting of the four
significant metrics (Table III of the main text), with the adjusted r2 of all possible five-variable models. Each of the fivevariable models is labeled by the variable that is added to
the four-variable model. The adjusted r2 for the four-variable
model (no variables added) is italicized and indicated in bold.
The variables whose addition results in an increase in adjusted
r2 are highlighted in bold.

